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ABSTRACT

Recent investigations of the multiphoton ionization (MPI) spectrum of

gaseous ammonia have

cular gas electronic

excitation of NH3 in

led to the discovery of a novel two-photon pumped mole-

transition laser. Resonant, two-photon electrorric

the near uv (-305 nm) leads to the first observation of

fluorescence from NH3 excited states (~ and ~’), and, at higher pressures,

to lasing action (-570 nm) between numerous ~’ ●nd ~ state vibronic levels,

A frequency-doubledNd:YAG pumped dye laser (a few mJ) is focused into a cell

containing NH3 (or

backward directior

mirrors to provide

ener8y/input pulse

ND3), Stimulated emission is observed in the forward and

●t NH pressures greater than -200 torr, without external
3

feedback, Conversion efficiencies (output NH3 pulse

●nergy) ac hi8h as 2% have been observed.

*
Work performed under the auspices of US DOE.
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Introduction

Gas-phase inultiphotonelectronic excitation and ionization in aaunonia

Las been ●xtensively studied in recent years.1,2 The discovery of several

new electronic states by three-photon absorption (four-photon ionization) has
.

intensified interest in this simple but important molecule.1 Our experiments,

which involve simultaneous two-photon resonant excitation of vsrious vibronic

sLates, have led to two significant discoveries. We report the first observa-

tion of fluorescence from excited electronic levels of ammonia (the ~ and ?’

states), and, at pressures greater than -200 torr, report the discovery of a

novel high-gain molecular gas laser. Here, simultaneous two-photon absorp-

tion ●xcites a vibronic level of the NH3 ~’ state from which stimulated

emission (in the visible) occurs down to a vibronic level of the prcdissocia-

tive A state,

Despite the fact that fluorescence had never

from excited states of NH3, and only weakly3 from

previously been observed

the ~ state of HD3, the

expectation of fluorescence from the ~’ state is based upon lifetime and

1

selection rule considerations. The united atom selection rules’ restrict

-
emission from the ?’ state to the predissociative A state. Further constraints

4
arise from dipole selection rules and the Franck-Condon overlap between the

combining vibronic levels, which restrict intense transitions to states of the

same vibrational qu*ntum number. Fimilar Franck-Condon restrictions apply to

&~ transitions. The relevant energy levels and photophysical processes ar(l

shown iLIFig. 1. All the excited electronic states of hW3 are predissociated.5

The zero vibrational level of the ~ state predissociates to yield ● ground

el.rctronicstate NH2 radical and a

6
‘“l, Once a transition into the ~

laser radiation, the molecule will

hydrogen atom with a quantum yield of

or ~’ states has occurred due to intense

absorb a third photon and become iotiized,
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Jr undergo a fast radiationless transition resulting in molecular fragmenta-

tion, or undergo spontaneous emit.sioninto the ~ state (or the % state in the

E state case). Estimates of the ~, ~, and ~’ state lifetimes for the low

vibrational levels are, based on absorption litiewidthmeasurements,
1,2,5

0.1-1, -80, and 30-100 ps, respectively.

Experimental

The experimental arrangement is straightfo~ward. Briefly, a tuLable

YAG-pumped frequency-doubled dye laser (Quanta-Ray DCR-1) pulse (a few milli-

joules, -+4-nsFWHM) is focused into a gas sample cell w$th a 20-cm focal-

length lens. Right-angle fluorescence (in the vipible) is monitored with a

photmultiplier tube through appropriate glass filters, or throlggha G.3-m

monochomator (McPherson 218), as the need arises. A boxcar averager and chart

recorder record the PMT ouput.

transient digitizer (Tektronix

behavior of the laser pump and

Results and Discussion

A fast vacuum photodiode (ITT S-4014) and

7912AD) were used to examine the temporal

the resulting NN3 stimulated emissicn pulse.

We have observed visible fluorescence from several vibrational levels of

the ~ and ~’ states of NH3 and ND3. In NH3, *’-B-sAfluorescence occurs in the

730- to 750-nm wavelength region, while ~’+~ fluorescence occurs around 5’?0nm.

Fig. 2 shows the two-photon excited fluorescence spectrum 01 the ~’(v2=2)

level of NH3 (hereafter designated as ~’-2). The observed structure is due to

rovibronic transitions. The Frank-Condom,propensity rule restricts 90-95% of

the fluorescence intensity to Av=O transitions, with the dipole selection rule

strictly observed. Fig. 3 shows the two-photon excited fluorescence spectrum

of the ~(v2=7) lCVC1 of NH3, The intensity of %~ emission {s or.1.y*1O% of

that for &~ emission, We expect that fi+~emission ishould*lSO be observable.
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At NH3 pressures greater than -200 torr, in addition to the right-angle

emission, strong directional radiation is observed collinear with the excita-

tion lazier. This radiation is detected both in the forward and the backward

direction, and occurs without external mirrors to provide feedback. An exci-

tation profile of the forward radiation for the C’-2 state is shown in Fig. 4,

and when the emission is dispersed, it has a bandwidth of about l.O-nm FWHM

centered about the C’-2 to A-2 transition (+70 rim). The lasing has been

observed from numerous C’-vibronic le”~elsin NH3 and ND
3“

The output ●nergy

scales linearly with pressure up to 1100 torr where it levels off, finally

decreasing when the NH3 pressure approaches +000 torr. ~’+~ lasing fluctuates

strongly from shot to shot, with occasional pulses reaching conversion effi-

ciencies (NH3 output pulse energy/input pulse energy) as high as 2%. Emission

in the forward direction is significantly stronger than in the backward

direction (7 to 1 for a 20-cm focal-length lens). The forward to backward

ratio is strongly dependent on input laser intenfiityand increases as the

focal length of the focusing lens ia increased.

Examination of the time behavior of tbe right angle fluorescence of both

~’ and ~ otates using a fast detector/digitizer #arrangement(-1-ns resolution)

revealed that the fluorescence at low pressure essentially tracked the iuput

pulse, as expecLed for prediasociated states with a short lifetime. The

~’+~ stimulated emission pulse exhibits complicated behavior and is not

completely understood at this time. The salient featurea observed so far

● rt ●a follows. Firct, emission is restricted to the f~rst half of the pump

pulse (-4-ns lWHM). Second, the emibsion consists of aubnanosecond spikes

(usually one, but occasionally two or three are observed, with varying

intenaitie-) which occur within the first half of the pump pulse, changing
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their ●xact position from shot to shot. Failure to laser during the second

half of the pump pulse suggests a saturation process is occurring, perhaps

due to depletion of the reservoir of ground state molecules.

Several interesting effects on the fluorescence and stimulated ●mission

spectra can be observed under high-pressure conditions. Rapid vibrational

●nergy redistribution can occur within the ~’ excited state as evidenced by

the fact that at sufficiently high pressures lasing can be observed from the

vibrational level immediately below the level directly pumped by the Input

la~sr pulse. Examination of spectral features due to thermally populated

vibrational levels observed in right-angle fluorescence spectra obtained at

low and hi8h press~res

exchange occurs within

of these high-pressure

The occurrence of

indicate rapid translational to vibrational energy

the ground electronic state. A detailed description

effects will be the subject of subsequent reports.

stimulated emission in the forward and backward

directions, coupled with the observation (at high pressure) of lasin8 from a

vibrational level other than the one being

stimulated emission from NH3 observed here

emission from the ~’ state aa opposed to a

pumped directly, suggests that the

is simply amplified spontaneous

hyper-Raman ccatterin8 process’

or a four-wave parametric oscillation. Attempts to observe the fourth wave

of a parametric process (~+~ emission at -2Cd nm in this case) has proven

unsuccessful, so far.

Conclusion

It is clear that ●dditional work is required to fully understand the

photophysical ●nd collisional proceaaes occurrin8 during the multiphoton

●bsorption process in ● molecule such as NH2. However, several important

points can be mdde at this time, Other investigators have demonstrated

two-photon pumped lasers in atomic and diatomic species. The NH3 laser
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discovered her~ is the first polyatomic example and underscores the fact that

simultaneous two-photon absorption can lead to novel, highly ●fficient laser

sources. Since, in general, the two-photon absorption process can access

different electronic states than a single-photon process because of selection

rules, new laser transitions are likely to be discovered, in a great variety

of molecular species. The NH3 laser is also a clear demonstration that

stimulated ●mission can compete effectively with the ionization step in a

multiphoton ionization process (at least a high pressures).
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 A partial energy level diagram for NH3 depicting the various photo-
physical processes occurring &nder multiphoton excitation.

Fig. 2 Two-photon excitation spectrum of the ~’ state. In this wavelength
region, excitation occurs from the V2=0 level of the ground state
to the V2=2 level of the ~’ state. The 4 ns, 2.5 mJ pulse is focused
by f/20 optics into 4 torr of NH3 sample gas.

Fig. 3 Two-photon ●xcitation spectrum of the ~ state. In this wavelength
region, excitation occursefrom the V2=0 level ~f the ground state
to the V2=7 level of the B state. The 4-ns, 2.5-mJ laser pulse
is focused by f/20 optics into 4 torr of NH3 sample gas.

Fig. 4. Intensity of forward emitted radiation as a function of excitation
wavelength. The NH3 pressure is 1100 torr, and the excitation
conditioxisare the same as in Fig. 2.
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